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BOOK REVIEW

Sihab ad-Din Ahmad bin Abd al-Qader bin Salem bin Utman (also known
as Arab Faqih) Futuh Al-Habasa: The Conquest of Abyssinia [16th Century]
TRANSLATED by paul LESTER StENHOUSE WITH ANNOTATIONS by RlCHARD

Pankhurst

Reviewed by Mohammed Hassen

The Jihad of Imam Ahmad (1529
Though Futuh Al-Habasa was well
1543) was the major turning point in known to scholars conversant in Arabic
the history of the Christian Kingdom or French or both since the nineteenth

of Ethiopia, the Muslim state of

was able to create a short-lived empire
that included most of what are today,

century, this is the first full-scale
English translation, which will make
the content of this valuable treasure
widely available to those interested
in the sixteenth century history of
Ethiopia and the Horn of Africa.3 We
are indebted to Paul Lester Stenhouse

was the first forced unification of the

price of the book reasonable.

Adal,1 and the history of the Horn
of Africa. At the cost of incredible
human lives, incalculable cultural and

material destruction, Imam Ahmad

Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somali land, and and Richard Pankhurst, for the elegant
even Southern Somalia up to cape translation and good annotations and
Gardafu, if not to Mogadishu. This
to Tsehai Publishers, for making the

Horn of Africa.2 In terms of uniting

the region, creating a centralized

administration, Imam Ahmad was the

The tragic drama of the Jihad of
ImamAhmadwaswrittenby Ethiopian
Christian chroniclers, and Portuguese

first Muslim Ethiopian leader, who

missionaries and adventurers. But

in creating a greater Ethiopia, in which

none compares with Futuh Al-Habasa
in terms of presenting "... a largely

aspired to and temporarily succeeded

Islam briefly replaced Christianity
as the dominant governing ideology

and the religion of the overwhelming
majority of the population. The book

under review (hereafter Futuh Al

Habasa

balanced report of the minutia

of events, as well as detailed, and

historically invaluable descriptions of

the country through which the Imam's
army passed, its mountains, rivers, and
towns. The text thus provides us with

detailed, narrative written in Arabic

many interesting glimpses of lands
Ahmad ruled conquered and taxed"
(p. XIX).

flowery language, interspersed with
poetry, its author was, on the whole,

Faqih, which is used hereafter)

dispassionate observer. He writes

chronicling which provides the richest

... is an elaborate, and remarkably

shortly after 1559. Though prone
at times to exaggerate and to adopt

a good and, for the most part,
largely as an eye witness (p. XVIII).

Sihab ad-Din (nick named Arab

produced a masterpiece of historical

and most comprehensive record of

The International Journal of Ethiopian Studies (ISSN: 1543-4133) is published two times a year by
Tsehai Publishers, P. O. Box: 1881, Hollywood, CA 90078. Copyright ? 2004. Volume I, Number 2.
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Jihadic activities from 1526-1537.
The author who was well educated,
inspired by the jihadic fervor of the

time, presents the events he witnessed,
the information he gathered from the

participants in the Jihad, including

Imam Ahmad, his cousin Wazir

Abbas, Amir Husain bin Abu Bakar
al-Gatouri, one of imam Ahmad's

top cavalry generals and several

learned men and warriors. What is
most fascinating about Arab Faqih's

presentation of the jihadic drama

was that although he tended to

exaggerate Muslim victories, he did

not gloss over their defeat and route.

He repeatedly mentions, with great

admiration, the bravery of Christian

generals, the heroism of Christian
monks, who preferred death than

that hand. No louder praiser of Imam
Ahmad can be found than in the words
of Arab Faqih who describes him as:

...the celebrated, glorious, high

minded, renowned fortunate Imam,
whose equal one has never heard of,

nor has there even been his like_the
triumphant king, the glowing flame,
the star of religion, from the stock of

the lords of the Mujahidun, one of
the imams akin to Mahdi, attentive

to God's commands, who has put

pleasing God ahead of all other aims,
our lord and master, the elevated, the
revered honourable lord, the emir of
believers, the sultan, the Imam Ahmad
bin al-Gazi, the Mujahid, the mooring
cable (pp. 4-5).

Arab Faqih who tells us much

about the leadership qualities of Imam

to see their churches burned by the
soldiers of Imam Ahmad. Arab Faqih Ahmad, his motives, aspirations and
presents his eye witness account and devotion to religious duties, also

the information he gathered from mentions an aspect of his character
that enabled him to win the hearts

knowledgeable and reliable individuals

in a very animated narrative and and the minds of the people of Harar
illustrates them with historical during the time when he was involved

examples from the Quran. He was a in an intense power struggle with
Sultan Bakar between 1525 and 1527.
widely read Yemeni scholar, who had
mastery of the Quran, the Hadith, According to Arab Faqih, the Imam
"... would sit with the poor and show
different schools of Muslim laws.
He also was familiar with the works them kindness. He was merciful to the
humble and disdained the proud. He
of the best minds among the Muslim
was
sympathetic to widows and the
intellectuals of his day.4 It was the
orphans
and just towards victims of
jihadic fervor which developed among
the Muslims at the beginning of the
sixteenth century which brought Arab
Faqih to Harar in the 1520s. The tragic
drama of the jihad was rooted in the
closing years of the fifteenth and the

oppression, that justice was given its
rightful place. God, the sternness of
critics found him blameless" (p. 22).

century. The hero of the jihadic war

Imam Ahmad emerged? What were

first two decades of the sixteenth

was Imam Ahmad, who was better

What was the ethnic origin of

Imam Ahmad? What was the political

climate in Harar out of which

his achievements? What were the

known by the Amharic appellation,
consequences of his jihadic wars for
Ahmad Gran (the left-handed) from the Christians and the Muslims? These
his practice of using the sword with questions are answered intermittently
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in several places in Futuh Al-Habasa.

evidence that makes Imam Ahmad

These answers are different fromof Harla ethnic background. Before

standard Ethiopian historiography I present the evidence in support of

about the jihadic wars of the this conclusion, let me briefly present

sixteenth century. In the Ethiopian the picture of the population of Harar
historiography, the jihadic wars of the region long before the beginning of
sixteenth century are presented as the the sixteenth century.

work of fanatic Somali nomads. It is
In the highlands around the city
true that Somali nomads played an
of Harar lived essentially three groups
important part in the jihad between
of people who spoke closely related
1529-1531. Even then, they did not
constitute half of the fighting force of

Semitic languages. The Argoba

Imam Ahmad. After that their role in people lived a short distance east of
the city of Harar. The Gatouri, the
the jihadic war progressively declined.

original inhabitants of the land,7 lived
in the region of Mount Kundudo and
about the history of Harar during the
first three decades of the sixteenth Babile, the region that formed part of
the little principality of Dawaro. The
century, Arab Faqih makes it very
Adare people (or Harari, who now call

For those who have some knowledge

clear that the sedentary agriculturalists

themselves Gesininan, or the people

population of Harar provided both the
of the city), were the largest sedentary
leadership in the jihadic war and that farmers who lived in the richest zone
they were the majority of the fighters

around the city of Harar. The Harla

at least during the early days of the
people, lived in the principalities of
jihad. All the four Wazirs5 appointed

Hubat and Sim, and in a number of

by Imam Ahmad were members
small principalities in the region of
of the landed Adare (Harari) and Gara
Mulata and Charchar. Of these
Harla hereditary6 nobility. Of the groups, the Adare and the Harla were
fifty or so Amirs appointed by Imam

in extensive agriculture. They
Ahmad between 1527 and 1537, engaged
also dominated the axis of the trade

the overwhelming majority were routes that funneled the commerce of
members of the hereditary landed
southern Ethiopia through their land
Adare or Harla aristocracy. In the
while the Somali merchants "provided

standard Ethiopian historiography, the main chain of trade connections

Imam Ahmad is presented as a

between the sea and the highlands."8
it clear that he was not a Somali. If he The region of Dawaro or Charchar

Somali. However, Arab Faqih makes

(Western Hararghe) is beyond the

was not a Somali, what was his ethnic area of this discussion. On the eastern

background? Arab Faqih qualifies

fringes of the highlands lived some
every important Somali amir who
served in Imam Ahmad's army as elements of sedentary Somali, such
as Girri, and Marrihan. On the north
Somali. No where does he mention,
western
fringes of the highland lived
even once that imam Ahmad was a
some Afar sedentary communities.
Somali. Arab Faqih mentions Imam

Ahmad's connections with Somali The nomadic lowland population
chiefs through marriage alliances.

What is more there is internal

of Harar included the Somali, who

lived in the north, northeast, east and

southeast of the city of Harar. The
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Afar nomads lived in the northwest was killed before 1516, in the border
of the city, while the Harla, the Adare raid on the Christian Kingdom.13

and the Warjih nomads lived on the

fringes of central highlands.

It is difficult to draw a distinction
between the duties and responsibilities

Among the sedentary agricultural of an amir and a garad.14 It seems that

population, a peculiar type of the two offices overlapped. Differences

hierarchically evolved landed nobility probably lay in the number of men

dominated the political landscape.9 each commanded. Originally the

The order of the landed nobility was amir was the commander of the
represented by a hierarch of officials provincial army, including that of

the garad. Hence the title amir was
the head of state. The sultan was a used for centrally appointed officers
member of the Walsama dynasty10 and governors, while garad was
(1285-1559) that had borne the brunt used for hereditary governors who
at the apex of which stood, the sultan,

of the struggle against the expanding commanded some force. According to
Christian Kingdom since the time of Arab Fuqih, "...every emir [amir] had
Emperor Amda Siyon (1314-1344). the dignity of ruling and of choosing
The Walsama rulers changed their functionaries, and the right to lead a
capital from Wahal (in the far desert) raiding party and a jihad. He had vast

to Dakar, about seventy kilometers forces at his disposal as by right, while
east of the city of Harar in 1435. the sultan had only... [a tax upon land
The lowest office among the landed or upon revenue from land] could

nobility was that of Malaga a district dredge up from the city" (pp. 17-18).
administrator, who settled disputes, Imam Ahmad who first served as
collected taxes, regulated irrigation and garad was appointed amir in 1526 by
was responsible for the maintenance of Sultan Abu Bakar (1520-1527). After
law and order. Above the Malaqa stood Imam Ahmad killed Sultan Abu Bakar
the highly prestigious office of garad,

in 1527, he drastically curbed the

a hereditary provincial governorship. power of the amirs. Instead, the imam
This was the office most coveted by invested with supreme power in the

the traditional landed nobility. The office of Wazir or first minister, which

most famous garads were Aftal Garad he filled with four of his relatives or
(Zeila Garad), Harar Garad, Hubat close friends and loyal servants. After
Garad, Sim Garad and Girri Garad. Imam Ahmad seized power in 1527,
Hubat and Sim were the principalities he divested the Sultan of all powers
of the Harla people. Almost all the but the sultan remained the title for
prominent sixteenth century jihadic head of state.

leaders were either garads or the sons
Imam Ahmad was born probably
of garad.12 For instance, Ibrahim bin in 1506. The name of Ahmad's mother
Al Ghazi, the father of Imam Ahmad

is not mentioned by Arab Faqih.

was the garad of Sim, the heartland
However, according to one Ethiopian
of the Harla people. Abun, the elder Christian source, she was known as

brother of Imam Ahmad was the

Shamshiy.15 Her sister was the wife
garad of Sim, after the death of his
of Sultan Muhammad, the hereditary
father. Ahmad, himself, became the
chief of all the Harla people. This
garad of Sim, after his brother Abun
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clearly indicates that Imam Ahmad not
only belonged to the sedentary Harla
landed aristocracy, but was probably
distantly related to the Harla dynasty.

association with Ahmad at this early
stage in his life might have created a
powerful emotional tie, something
like a father-son-relationship between

Imam Ahmad had two brothers and the two. Adole, one of the top and the
three sisters. His elder brother Abun, best generals of the Imam, faithful
succeeded his father as the garad of championed the cause of Ahmad,
Sim. After the death of his father while Ahmad trusted him and

around 1510, Abun continued to showered the highest honors on him.
lead the Sim contingent force under

Amir Mahfuz (1490-1516) until he
was killed in one of Mahfuz's annual The Rise of Imam Ahmad to
raids into the Christian Kingdom.16 In Power

1531, Emperor Lebena Dengel wrote
After the death of Garad Ibrahim
a letter to Imam Ahmad claiming:
"It was I who long ago killed your bin Ali Ghazi, Ahmad was closely
brother Garad Abun, son of Garad tied to Garad Abun, who regarded
Ibrahim, who was older than you in him as his own son. Abun was the
years. I routed his army, and did so garad of Hubat, the uncle of Amir
more than once" (p. 170). The secondMahfuz (1590-1516) and the confidant
brother, Muhammad, seems to have of Garad Ibrahim bin Ali Ghazi, the
been younger than Ahmad. I say father of Imam Ahmad. Garad Abun

younger, because it was Ahmad and and Garad Ibrahim bin Ali Ghazi

not Muhammad who succeeded as the were members of the Harla hereditary

garad of Sim after the death of Abun. landed nobility. As a young man,
It was only after Ahmad became amir Ahmad served as a cavalry soldier in
in 1526 that Muhammad became theGarad Aburis army during the 1520s.
garad of Sim. Of Imam Ahmad's three Three things seem to have influenced
sisters, Ferdousa was married to GaradAhmad's future career: first the power
Mattan B. Uthman, the hereditary struggle between the Walsama Sultan
chief of the Girri Somali. The second based in Dakar, and the hereditary
sister, Munisa, was married to Garad landed Adare and Harla nobility.

Kamil, an Adare landed nobleman, Second the military experienced he
who played a very important role gained while serving under Abun, and
during jihadic struggle. His third third, the political experience Ahmad
sister, whose name was not mentioned gained during the time when an

by Arab Faqih, was married to Amir intense power struggle was conducted
in Harar from 1520 to 1527.
Mujahid bin Ali, the hereditary chief
of the Adare people, a celebrated
Sultan Muhammad bin Azr (1488
cavalry general in Imam Ahmad's 1518) who was the nominal head of
army and the father of Amir Nur state under Amir Mahfuz (1490-1516)
(1552-1567),17 the second successorwas executed either by his brother
of Imam Ahmad. Adole, the slave of in-law or son-in-law, who in turn
Garad Ibrahim bin al-Gahzi, looked was murdered within a year. During
after the well being of his master's the next twelve to eighteen months,
children, especially Ahmad. Adole's four prominent men contended for
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and lost their heads in the powerwhen Abun was unsuspecting, and
struggle for power. Garad Abun forced him to submission. Abu Bakar

emerged victorious in 1520 (pp. 8-9). immediately followed his easily won
It was while serving in Garad Abun's victory with the transfer of the capital
army that Ahmad demonstrated his of the Walsama dynasty from Dakar to

courage, intelligence, remarkableHarar. In 1525, Garad Abun rebelled
organizational skills, sophisticated against Abu Bakar and fled to Zeila
understanding of the art of warfare, with a section of his forces. Sultan
and decisive military leadership. As a Abu Bakar followed him to Zeila,

born military leader, Ahmad grasped with his Somali force, and managed to
the need for training, discipline, the kill the rebellious leader. On his return
morale will to fight, the importance to Harar, Sultan Abu Bakar tried to
of military intelligence, the choice of disarm the force Garad Abun left
battlefield, the speed in attacking the behind. A section of the force loyal
enemy, and the decisiveness of cavalry to Garad Abun led by Garad Ahmad
on the battlefield. Garad Abun, ". . . rebelled and took refuge in Hubat, the
who loved Ahmad mightily" (p. 9) heartland of the Harla people. Garad
rewarded him in two ways: first, itAhmad had very little of the military
was Garad Abun who arranged the force and economic resources which
marriage of Ahmad's sister Ferdousa the Sultan had at his disposal. He
to Garad Mattan, the powerful Girri had to create his own force which he
Somali chief. This marriage cemented did so well that the fighting tactics,

the bond between the Girri Somali the courage and discipline of his
and the cause for which Ahmad followers became proverbial.18 This

stood. Garad Mattan, besides being explains why the Sultan was unable
one of Imam Ahmad's top generals, to effectively challenge the hundred or
served him with absolute loyalty so cavalry with whom Ahmad opened
up to the time when he was killed the campaign (p. 10) Garad Ahmad

in 1531 (p. 261). Second, it also defeated

appears that it was Garad Abun who

the Sultan in the field.

At this juncture in the struggles, a

arranged Ahmad's marriage with new event boosted both the morale and

the late Mahfuz's youngest daughter
fighting capacity of Garad Ahmad.
Baitya del Wanbara. by this marriage
Fanuel, the Christian governor of
Ahmad established not only a formal
Dawaro, invaded Harar, plundered
alliance with the supporters of the late
resources, and enslaved men and
leader, but also inherited his mantle towomen. Garad Ahmad waited until
continue with the jihadic tradition of
the withdrawing Christians reached
his father-in-law.

Hubat, his power base, the land of

In 1520, when Garad Abunhis youth, where he knew its hills,

emerged as the undisputed leader in the mountains, rivers, terrain and
the city of Harar, Abu Bakar, one of the different places where cavalry
the sons of the Sultan Muhammad and infantry can be employed
Azar executed in 1518, also made simultaneously. Garad Ahmad divided
himself the new Sultan in Dakar. his army into three wings and met
Sultan Abu Bakar marched on Harar the Christian force at Akam (pp. 11
with his Somali force at the time 12) where he routed them. Ahmad's
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victory not only strengthened his new force. Ahmad defeated the Sultan

fighting capacity, but also spread his who was forced to flee into the Somali

fame far and wide. It also opened country."

the chapter of his victory over the
Christians, which was closed only by
his death in 1543. Compared with the
future disasters, this was only a small

defeat for the Christians. However,
the lightening attack with which he
unnerved his enemies, the panic and
the total disarray that overtook the

Christian army set the pattern for its
future defeats.

.. .peace between them was brokered by
the nobles, the emirs, the Sheikhs, the
Quranic teachers and the learned men,
on condition that the Sultan ruled as

before, and that [Ahmad] should be

the emir subordinate to him; that each
should live in his customary fashion,
and that the country should be shared
evenly between them (p. 17).

In 1527, Amir Ahmad invaded
Garad Ahmad's victory also
unnerved Sultan Abu Bakar, whoDawaro, where the Christian forces
fled into the Somali country and killed several of his prominent officers

Ahmad entered Harar as a victorious and captured seven outstanding amirs

leader. He legitimized his claim to the including Amir Husain al-Gatouri
leadership of the Muslim community and Amir Zaharbui Muhammad (pp.
by establishing his authority in the 20-21). The latter two amirs managed

city of Harar. The Sultan gathered to escape from their captivity and
formidable Somali cavalry and forced they lived to serve Ahmad, as his
Garad Ahmad to flee to Hubat where advisors, the braves of leaders of his

the Sultan followed him and besieged storm troopers, his table partners and
him on the mountain for more thanhis closest companions. While Amir
thirteen days (p. 13) hoping to starve Husain al-Gatouri was a hereditary
them. His followers were defeated leader of landed nobility, who was
and Garad Ahmad himself went into appointed as the governor of Dawaro
hiding. At this critical moment, the after the conquest. Amir Zaharbui
Muhammad was the cousin of Imam
religious leaders"mediated between
the Imam and the Sultan and TheAhmad (pp. 20-21,54).
Somalis" (p. 13). For the first time
When Amir Ahmad returned
Garad Ahmad fully recognized the to Harar from Dawaro with large
authority of the Sultan and entered his booty, Sultan Abu Bakar and Ahmad
service. The Sultan, in turn, confirmed quarreled over the use to be made of

Ahmad's hereditary governorship over this windfall. Amir Ahmad wanted to
Sim with the title of Amir. The Sultan
employ the bulk of it for importing
returned to Harar with full authority weapons, while the Sultan opposed

and Ahmad to Sim with the new this. In the ensuring battle, the Sultan

title. However this new arrangement was killed, and with that the struggle
did not work, as the Sultan was still for power came to an end. Being

frightened by the rising popularity of desirous to legalize his position and
Ahmad. When Amir Ahmad brought to diffuse opposition to his seizure of

the annual tribute to Harar, the Sultan power, Ahmad put on the throne Omar

disarmed his men, but again AhmadDin, the brother of the dead Sultan.
escaped from the trap and raised a The new sultan was willing to accept a
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nominal authority. He was allowed to from Ethiopia. Creating a formidable
live in Harar, but under the authorityfighting machine was the first major

of Muhammad Ibin Ibrahim, the achievement of Imam Ahmad.

younger brother of Amir Ahmad, Before his time the Muslim soldiers
who took over the administration of of the Walasma dynasty had been
Harar, after Ahmad moved deep into a heterogeneous mass, composed
for the most part of nomads who
the Christian Kingdom after 1531.
From what has been said about spoke different languages and whose
Commanders* loyalty was dependent
the power struggle in Harar during the
on the strength of the Sultan. It was
first quarter of the sixteenth century,
the common faith and opposition to
an important conclusion can be the expanding Christian Kingdom,
drawn. This is the Sultan of Walsama
dynasty had their power base among
the Somali nomads. In contrast, the

new generation of landed Harla and

the memories of their former
independence, the exaction and
periodic looting of the Christian
soldiers and the unyielding struggle

Adare leaders, Amir Mahfuz (1490
of the Walsama dynasty that rallied
1516), Garad Abun (1520-1525) and

the people around the Sultan. When
Imam Ahmad (1527-1543) had their misfortune came, communication

power base among the sedentary broke down, and the Muslim army fell
agriculturalists, including the Girri
into disarray, enabling the Christians
Somali.
Amir Ahmad, having eliminated
Sultan Abu Bakar, was soon invested

with fixll power. The title he adopted

expresses the spirit of the time.

Although Arab Faqih refers to him
throughout Futuh Al-Habasa as Imam

Ahmad, it was only in 1527 that he
was formally called Imam Ahmad.
With his new title, he combined in
his person both religious and secular
power. For the Harla and Adare people,

he was an Imam par excellence. For

to turn setback into victory. Before

Imam Ahmad, the Muslim army

lacked not only discipline in battle,
but also a core of crack troops who
could maintain disciple and police the

wavering Muslim forces by severely
punishing those who took to their
heels in the heat of battle, and by
keeping up the morale of the force
by performing miracles of valour at

the most decisive moments as Imam
Ahmad did time and time again (pp.
12, 64, 79-82, 92-98, 240-241). Imam

the Somalis, for whom he was the first

Ahmad was able to not only overcome

as Gurey (the left-handed).19 As the
spiritual, political and military leader

Muslim army, above all he was able to
unite his agriculturalist and nomadic

aim not only to liberate the Muslims
from paying tribute to the Christian
Kingdom but to conquer that kingdom
itself (p. 22). For this ambitious task,
Imam Ahmad developed a ruthlessly
efficient striking force that almost

spirit of jihad. The jihad, on the one

great national hero, he was known
of the Muslims, it was his avowed

succeeded in uprooting Christianity

this debilitating weakness of the

soldiers through the intoxicating

hand brought immediate benefit in
the form of booty, while on the other

hand, it promised salvation in the

world to come. Arab Faqih eloquently
expressed this sentiment after Imam

Ahmad's victory over the Christian
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General Degalhan in early 1527: "The three main wings. The first was the
Imam at that time was twenty-oneMalasay (pp. 25, 31), the core which
years old" (p. 27):
was the personal bodyguard of the
How excellent are these Muslims and Imam, command by him alone. The
their Imam! they waged the holy war
for God whose due it was. They were

personal body-guards of the Imam
were "... chosen from among the

patient and resolute in confronting courageous and heroic fighters, skilled
his enemy. They made the sacrifice in the cut and thirst of war; they
of their jihad in order to please God. were fighters per excellence" (p. 31).
They did not hold back until they The other units of the Malasay were
had torn faithlessness from its throne,

commanded by Wazir Adole, Amir

and plunged it into its grave. IslamMansur bin Mahfuz al-Gatouri, Amir
was raised up and manifested; and

faithlessness was humiliated andHusain al Gatouri, Wazir Nur, and
several other able cavalry generals.
forced to take flight (p. 26).
Most of the Malasay appear to have
Arab Faqih succinctly describes been composed of sedentary people,
the impassioned preaching with which including the Harla, the Adare, the
the Muslim army was fortified before Argoba and the Gatouri. A necessity
of a common or closely related and
it faced an enemy.
mutually intelligible languages, for
Do not consider those who are killed effectivecommunicationsseemstohave
for the sake of God to be dead. Rather

determined the ethnic composition of

they live and are provided sustenance this crack force. The Malasay were
by their lord, rejoicing. Know that God
well-disciplined, thoroughly trained,
shows you mercy, that the martyr goes

and above all, mounted and well armed

to his gracious lord and lives in a place
whose dwellers never know death, and "on horseback," Arab Faqih tells us
that the Malasay were"like lions" (p.
whose young never grow old (p. 27).

25). The Malasay were well armed

with sabers from Arabia, shields from
Throughischarismaticpersonality, India and swords from North Africa.
proven valour and impassioned Its ranks increased by the stream of
speeches, Imam Ahmad was able notArab preachers, jihadists, musketeers
only to motivate his soldiers but also and mercenaries who now flocked to
to win their love and affection. He was
Harar in a good number (p. 271). The
committed to a powerful cause and
Arab preachers fueled the ideological
his cause became their cause. In short,

Imam Ahmad was able to create an base for jihad, prepared written
slogans on the standards carried by

army that was better than any other

army the Muslim leaders had been

each wing and raised the morale

of the fighters, while the firearms
able to raise in the past because of its
the Arab mercenaries provided an
superior organization, training, better additional weapon which the Muslim
weapons and the moral will to fight.
force had lacked in the previous wars.
A word about his military machine is This crack force, with which the Imam
pertinent at this point.

policed the surrounding hostile tribes

Imam Ahmad created a new and attacked the Christian armies

type of army, which was divided into faithfully carried out his will. All
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the military commanders appointed devise strategy for neutralizing Imam
during the years covered by Futuh Al Ahmad's cavalry lightening attack.
Habasa, the four wazirs and the fifty
The third wing of Imam Ahmad's

or so amirs, seem to have served in
the Malasay before their promotion.

In other words, Imam Ahmad's

army was the infantry, composed
of all the people within the Harar

region and commanded by their own

commanders were hand-picked men
who were in most cases relatives or leaders. The infantry were the largest
part of Imam Ahmad's army. Garad

friends of the Imam, trained and
Mattan, the brother-in-law of the
disciplined in his body guard. The Imam commanded the Girri Somali
Imam added to Malasay's enormous
warriors, while the Marraihan Somali
tactical efficiency and indispensable
warriors were commanded by their

moral element by his presence at chief, Hirabu.
the forefront of major battlefields in

the fighting with incredible valour

Imam Ahmad held regular

in its midst, and heightening its meetings with the commanders of

morale to face death bravely by his the three wings and always initiated

impassioned speeches (pp. 28, 64, 67, discussion on military matters, tactics
74 and passim). There are numerous and strategies to be adopted, the course
examples throughout Futuh Al-Habasa of action to be followed, gathering
which clearly demonstrate that Imam information about the movement of
Ahmad was a military genius, superb the enemy, its strength and weakness
cavalry general, who had flexibilityand the element of surprise attack. The
in his battle plan and endowed Imam always asked for the opinion
with a remarkable gift for picking of his commanders on all military
suitable battlefields and for launching matters,

big and small, listened

lightening attacks that caught the attentively to their suggestions and

enemy off guard (p. 243).

recommendations. He made decisions

always after carefully listening to the
The second wing of his force was
opinions of his commanders, weighing
composed of the various cavalry units.
the options that were suggested to
Both agriculturalists and the nomads
him. Once he made a decision, it was

had their own cavalry units. Imam

Ahmad's soldiers used mules for carried out by his commanders. The

Imam provided separate standards
for his commanders and banners,
were used for scouting, for rapid
prepared and embellished by slogans
charging, for speedy retreat and above of the celebrated Sheikh Muhammad
all for destroying the enemy command
bin Al Marzouq, who later died in
structure and for demoralizing enemy
Dawaro (pp. 49-53).
fighters. It was in the effective use
riding and horses for fighting. Horses

of cavalry where Imam Ahmad

After creating his army, the first

had undisputed superiority over thing Imam Ahmad did was to punish

the Christian army. Ironically, the the Somali tribe, whom Arab Faqih

Christian leaders enjoyed superiority in calls Habr Maqdi,20 who refused
the size of their army and the number to pay the alms tax and resorted to
of their horses. However, they failed to banditry on the roads between Harar
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and the sea. The Imam set out with

the territory of Ifat on the right flank.

In charge of the second unit was the

his army,

...as if he intended going on to

Abyssinia. But then he doubled back
towards the country of the Somali

evil doers. The Somalis were routed,
and the imam Ahmad followed them

almost to the sea, a day's march. He

plundered their territory thoroughly

and devastated it. Then he turned

around and went back (p. 28).

It was after subjugating the

Wazir Nur bin Ibrahim whom he
ordered to pass by Ifat on the left flank.

The Imam himself was in command
of the third unit and with him was the

glorious cavalry and the noble heroes.
He took the middle position, between
both flanks (p. 34).

His soldiers were unstoppable and
they plundered many areas. When

the frightened people of Gendebelo,

gave twenty ounces of gold to the
surrounding Somali tribal groups Muslim army, his soldiers and their
through war and diplomacy that he
commanders wanted to give it to the
succeeded in welding together the
Imam's wife Baitya Del Wanbra.
mutually hostile sedentary farmers The Imam though poor at the time,
and nomadic warriors into a mighty surprised them by saying, "... it is not
fighting machine that Imam Ahmad permissible to [give this to] her. This is
turned his attention to attacking the
Christian Kingdom. In 1527, his force
easily penetrated as far as the land of
Fatagar, without facing any resistance
from the Christians.
The Imam and a group of the emirs

[amirs] advised, 'let us march out and
take the king unawares [sic]. One of
two good things will happen: either
success, with its reward of booty; or
martyrdom in the way of God and
paradise by the grace of God! But the
majority of the army said, 'let us go
back to our country from over here! so
the Muslims took a great quantity of
booty, and went back (p. 29).

Imam Ahmad bitterly wept over
the decision of his soldiers to return
to Harar. Undeterred by this turn of
events, he quickly:
...organized his soldiers, dividing the

army into three units: in charge of
the first unit was the Wazir Adole, a

person of good counsel, wisdom and
foresight, whom he ordered to pass

to help Islam. I won't give her any of
it; I will spend it on the jihad." Instead
he sent it to Zeila, where it was used
for purchasing one hundred swords,
which were used against the Christians
at the famous battle of Shembera Kore
in 1529 (pp. 38-39). In 1527 and early

1528, the Muslims were victorious.

However, when the tide turned against

them around the middle of 1528,
the Muslim army started deserting
and conflict developed between the
Somalis and the Harla warriors.

The Imam split his forces into three
divisions; all the Somalis were in one
division whose command was entrusted
to Mattan; another division was made
of the Harla whose command he gave

to Sultan Muhammad, son of the

Imam's maternal aunt; and the other
division was made up of the Malasai,
[warriors used]... to a thorough going

jihad, upon whom he could rely in

battle: heroic leaders, over whom was
the Imam, who ordered them to stand

resolute so that they never became

disunited. At the time when the
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Muslims deserted, seeking their own unprepared for the occupation of
country, these stood firm (p. 69).

the Christian kingdom. Unprepared
because they were still thinking in

At the famous battle of Shembera terms of traditional Muslim soldiers

Kore, the three divisions were expeditions to the borders of the
arrayed in three directions: one on Christian kingdom, to collect booty

the right, the second on the left and and return to their country. The Imam
the Malasay in the middle, with the had already made up his mind for the
imam at their head. The Malasay occupation of the Christian kingdom.

provided support to both divisions However, he had to come to terms
at the crucial moment and prevented with the desire of his commanders
the fighters from abandoning theirwho told him:
field. At the same time the Malasay

with its cavalry and the best weapons

created havoc to the center of the
Christian lines. With about 12,000
soldiers, the imam faced the ten times

greater Christian force of Emperor
Lebena Dengel and administered one
of the most humiliating defeats the
Christian Emperors ever suffered at
the hands of the Muslim leaders. The

Christian loss was huge (pp. 83-84).
"Five-thousand Muslims from the
tribes of the Somalis, Harla, Malasai

O Imam of the Muslims, you have

already seen what has happened
to us, how many of our soldiers

have been killed, the injuries that
we have sustained, the scarcity of
our provisions. So now lead us back
down to our country. If you mobilize

afterwards, then we will mobilize

our army; and then we will set off a
second expedition. Yet if you tell us to
stay here, we will stay here in order to

fight along side you (p. 86).

Imam Ahmed returned to "...
and desert Arabs were killed" (p.
85). The Muslims captured huge . his city of Harar, happy, rejoicing,

. booty of horses, swords, chain-mail victorious, triumphant, wearing the
and weapons of war" and the most victor's crown" (Ibid) and in the hope
distinguished prisoner of war. . ." that he would soon lead another
Takla Madhen,21 the brother-in-law of expedition for the conquest of the
the king" (p. 86). Imam Ahmad wonwhole of the Christian kingdom. He

a stunning victory. He wanted to seal led successful expeditions into Dawaro
this victory with his occupation of the and other areas. Despite the repeated
Christian kingdom. He appealed to disasters and the shattered morale in
his commanders with these words:
many places, the Christians put up
a very energetic resistance and even
Now that God has given us the victory succeeded in repelling the Muslims in
over them, and has humiliated them,
different places. To destroy Christian
now let us march on to Badeqe the place

resistance, Imam Ahmad wanted

where the king's residence are, to take
him, and to demolish it. Let us occupy to live permanently in the Christian
the Christian kingdom, conquering the Kingdom itself. His soldiers told
country, and weakening them (p. 86). him openly, "We will not live in the

His commanders were exhausted,

country of the Christians. We would
rather return to the country of the

homesick and psychologicallyMuslims" (p. 100). His commanders
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and other things as well. The Muslims
took what was inside the church and

eloquently argued for the return of the

soldiers to Harar.

..."Our fathers and our ancestors
never wanted to settle in the country

of Abyssinia. Instead they would

then set fire to it (p. 144).

When the Muslim army plundered

the Church of Dabra Libanos, some
send raiding parties to the outermost

borders of the country for booty, . . . of the monks showed unparallel
heroism and devotion to their faith
and they would return to the country

of the Muslims. And we have no and the protection of their church.

precedent for making our home here Those who were even in safe places,
[They added] .... These soldiers ".. .went back to their church saying, if
are worn out; they will not agree to they burn our church, which is a place
staying here. Let us return with them of pilgrimage for us, they will have to
to our own country. And if we go on burn us along with it. So they entered
an expedition after this, and you want
it, and stayed inside it, waiting for it to

to settle down, we will settle down

with you! The Imam acquiesce in this

(Ibid).

Without going into details of the
jihadic wars from 1531 to 1535, suffice
it to say that the Christian Kingdom

was laid waste. Most of its military

establishment in the south and

south eastern and central provinces
were dismantled. In the heart of the
Christian Kingdom a large section of
the Christians were either forcibly or

"voluntarily" converted to Islam. Of
all the cultural centers, the churches
and monasteries suffered most. Almost

all churches were looted and others
burnt with their monks. The first
major church to be looted and burned
was the one built for Emperor Lebena
Dengel at Andurah, in Dawaro.
It was a mighty building into whose
construction great efforts had gone.

It had taken eleven years to build.

Its likeness was not to be seen in

Dawaro because of the workmanship

be set on fire" (p. 190). and when Urai

Abu Bakar (whose forefathers went

from Tigray to Harar)22 set fire to the
church, other monks "...plunged into
the fire, as moths dive into the wick
of a lamp; all but a few of them" (p.

192).

By 1531, Lebena Dengel decided

to make a stand against Imam Ahmad

in Beta Amhara,23 the original

homeland of the Amhara people.24 In
his own words,

...T prefer that we march to the house
[ie. the land] of our fathers and our
ancestors, the birthplace of our royal
authority, and that we make a stand
there. We shall hold the gates and do
battle with the Muslims. We shall leave
them in possession of the territory that

they have conquered. We shall die in

Bet Amhara' (p. 218).

On Friday, October 27, 1531, the

Imam Ahmad mounted a surprise
attack and caught Emperor Lebena

that went into its decoration and

Dengel off guard, routing his force.

entered and were astonished at the

his life, leaving behind his pavilion,
with his throne, weapons, and other

its construction.The Muslims

building and its embellishment. Inside
it they discovered Byzantine carpets,
furnishings and fabrics, silken wares

The emperor barely escaped with

valuable goods (p. 243). Of the

numerous churches the Muslims
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plundered and burned in Beta southern Somalia. In this vast area,

Amhara, the famous one was the especially in the central highlands,

church of Makana Sellase. According a certain administrative order was
to Arab Faqih, Imam Ahmad and his established as symbolized by the
friends entered this church. "When appointment of Muhammad Ibrahim,
he saw it, he was almost blinded by the younger brother of the Imam in
its dazzling brilliance. The church the Harar region, of Wazir Adole,
was embellished with gold and silver at first Bale and later as the supreme
plates, encrusted with pearls.... They commander and administrator of the
were stupefied by the workmanship" whole south and central part of the
(pp. 245-47). The Muslim soldiers Christian kingdom, of Amir Husayn
captured so much treasure from the bin Abu Bakar Gatouri for Dawaro,
churches in Beta Amhara that gold and of Wazir Abbas, the nephew of
lost value becoming very abundant the Imam, as the overall commander
and administrator of the northern
and cheap (pp. 247-254).
On November 26, 1531, when section, including the Red Sea region
Imam Ahmad's soldiers attacked of Eritrea. I say brittle fabric of the

Christian forces at a place not good

empire, because it disintegrated

rapidly and unceremoniously, as it was
for cavalry charge, the Muslims were
erected hastily.25 By 1535, the military
routed. Among those who were killed
superiority of the Imam had already
on the battlefield was Garad Mattan,
the Somali chief and the brother-in started to decline. By then General

law of the Imam. A famous Muslim Zaharbui Muhammad, the Imam's
cousin and an able commander was
cavalry general, Garad Ahmusa was
killed. "The Imam grieved over him
captured.
They took Garad Ahmusa in chains
into the presence of the King of
Abyssinia. They cut the heads off
those who died in the fighting and
took them, with the horses, to the
king. The king and the Christians
rejoiced exceedingly. The king had
Garad Ahmusa held in custody for

with inconsolable grief " (p. 349). Not
long after Wazir Adole, his greatest
general and loyal servant was killed.

The Christians cut off the Wazir

Adole's head and sent it off to the King

of Abyssinia" (p. 369). When Adole's

death was announced, the Muslim

camp "... was stunned into silence,
broken
and weeping and wailing on
some time, and then afterwards, had
account
of the Wazir Adole. They
him killed (p. 261)
were inconsolable in their grief. The
Wazir Abbas succeeded him as Chief
From 1532 to 1535, the Muslim Wazir" (Ibid). The plague and famine

army conquered Bali, Dawaro,

Hadiya and several other provinces.
At the cost of huge human losses on
both sides, Imam Ahmad succeeded

in creating a brittle fabric of an

empire that included most of what
is today Ethiopia, Eritrea, Northern
Somalia and probably some parts of

of 1535 in Tigray wiped out over

half of the forces of Imam Ahmad.
Among those carried away by this

plague and famine were Ahmad

Nagash, the Imam's first son, and a
number of other prominent leaders.

Eight years later (i.e. in 1543) the
Imam himself was killed, the Muslim
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force devastated and scattered and his was on their side. Both attributed

empire disappeared.

their victory to His kindness and their

A major consequence of the jihad

defeat to their sin and His lesson to

was that both the Christians and repent. This was expressed in the

the Muslims devastate each other. letter Emperor Leben Dengel wrote
to Imam Ahmad in 1531. "We have
With the appalling massacre and traveled to your country and have
destruction on both sides went the fall
devastated it and burnt it. And now
and destruction of both their defense
God has let it be your turn. But your

systems. The Christian soldiers in
triumph will not be long-lived" (p.
Dawaro, Bali, Hadiya, Fatagar, Ifat

169). What gave so much intensity to
and several other regions were broken
the religious conflict of the sixteenth
up, most of the men either killed, sold
into slavery or fled the region.

century was the alienation that the
Muslim communities felt from the

What emerges from Futuh Al Ethiopian political process of the

Habasa is that many provincesChristian Kingdom from the time of

including those not mentioned above Emperor Amda-Siyon (1314-1344) to

were sparsely populated. In many the time of the rise of Imam Ahmad
areas people fled from the stormto power (1527-1543). The obvious

center to seek refuge in inaccessible lesson one draws from this is that a
mountainous areas. In other words, country that alienates its own citizens
during the jihadic wars the Muslims plants the seeds of future conflict and

and the Christians weakened each destruction. This is as true today as it
other so much that they createdwas six hundred years ago.

conducive environment for "...

extensive population movements,

Finally Futuh Al-Habasa, the

Conquest of Abyssinia is a monumental
most notably the northward migration
book that depicts the political situation

of the Oromos (XVII-XVIII). The

in Harar in the early 1520s, Imam

reason for this was quite obvious. The
Ahmad's rapid rise to power, his
southward expansion of the Christian
spectacular victories and tragic loss of
Kingdom during the fourteenthhuman lives, destruction of "...finest

century and the garrisoning of all

Christian churches, monasteries and

southern and southeastern provinces
treasures, plunder of resources and
by the Christian soldiers had acted as
enslavement of people. Though the
a powerful dam that checked the large
flow of the Oromo movement to the book covers only a very short period
from the early 1520s to 1537, it was

northward. One major consequence

the period that changed the course

of the jihadic war was the destruction
of Ethiopian history in a dramatic
of that dam.
manner. And until recently the details

The jihadic war of the sixteenthof the events depicted in Futuh Al
century was a religious war. Like allHabasa was limited mainly to those

religious wars, it was very ferocious. who could read it either in Arabic or

What makes it so ferocious was that French. Now thanks to Paul Lester
both sides had unshakable belief in Stenhouse and Professor Richard
the justness of their cause before their Pankhurst, many more people will be

God. Both sides believed that God able to read it in English.
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Though the translator and

annotator have done a splendid

to a single person. However, part of
this index refers to Wazir Abbas, the

job, the work is not free from minor
problemss. First, the title of the book

nephew of Imam Ahmad, while the
other part refers to another Abbas,

is known in Ethiopian historioy) rather

sixteenth century Anyone who

should have been spelled simply as although there is no entry for the other
Futuh Al-Habasha instead of Habasa, Abbas. Index entries for Abu Bakar
al-Gatouri, Mattan and Mujahid
which is confusing to many. Second,
the name of the author should have are confusing. Despite these and
been spelled as Shihab ad-Din ...
few other minor problems, the book
instead of Sihab ad-Din, which is under review is truly a wonderful
again confusing to those unfamiliar work which is destined to remain an
with the use of s to mean sh. Third,
indispensable source for the history
the famous battle of 1529 should have of Ethiopia and the Horn of Africa
during the first half of the tumultuous
been spelled as Shembera Kore, (as it

than as Sembera Kore. Common

spellings of Adole and Malasay are

presented in this work as Addoli and

Malasai. Yemen is spelled as Yaman.
There are also problems with indexes.

For instance, Abbas is presented in
the index on page 393, as if it refers

is interested in understanding the
intensity and brutality of religious
war will be rewarded by reading this
classic, which is a timely addition to
the growing literature on Ethiopian
history.
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